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Overview

1. Introduction: History
2. The genetic code
3. The canonical genetic algorithm
4. Examples & practical issues
5. The schema theorem

Now: Implications for GA from natural evolution
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Towards a Canonical GA

Darrell Whitley (1989) The GENITOR algorithm and 
selective pressure. Why rank-based allocation of 
reproductive trials is best. 
[GENetic ImplemeTOR]
A heuristic fitness function is not a measure of any 
“exact fitness”
Ranking introduces a uniform scaling across the 
population
Direct control of selective pressure
Efficient coverage of the search space

see: D. Whitley: A genetic algorithm tutorial. Statistics and Computing (1994) 4, 65-85



Example: Evolution of a walking machine

Parameters: Number and type of joints, length 
of links, mass distributions, shape of feet, 
position and strength of springs, actuators, …
Binary encoding of all parameters
Choice of a fitness function:

1. fitness 1 for a reasonable gait, otherwise 0
2. number of steps (from a defined initial position)
3. distance walked
4. Some combination of the above plus: 

speed, efficiency, symmetry, similarity to natural 
legs, to natural gaits, …



Conventions

old population
selection
intermediate population
recombination mutation
new population

An individual is a string (genotype, chromosome)
Fitness values are replaced by ranks (high to low)
Fitness = objective function = evaluation function

one generation



Roulette Wheel Selection
(I. Plain variant)

Sector (French) bets in 
roulette

fi = f
_

If : the individual “survives”
with probability 1-(1-1/n)n

A new individual is a copy of 
an old individual (of fitness fi)
with probability fi / nf

_

Ball
spins n times

normalized fitness:   fi / f
_

mean fitness f =   Σi fi
_ 1

n
_

(from now on short: fitness)
Intermediate population:
Ratio of fitness to average fitness
determines number of offspring:
Stochastic sampling 
with replacement



Roulette Wheel Selection
(II. A more intuitive & practical variant)

normalized fitness:   fi / f
_

f =   Σi fi
_ 1

n
_

(from now on short: fitness)
mean fitness

Remainder stochastic sampling

fi = f
_

If : the individual “survives”

If          < 1fi / f
_

: probability of “survival”

fi / f
_

If         > 1: number of offspring int(       )fi / f
_

(plus a probability accounting for the non-integer part)

Both variants are equivalent in the 
sense that they produce an unbiased 
sample of the fitness in the population

Now: Only the outer wheel with 
equidistant pointers spins once
and pointers in each sector are 

counted



From intermediate to new population

Population was already shuffled by selection
Individuals are strings of equal length L
Choose a probability pc

Crossover:

Preparation:

Choose a pair of individuals 
With probability pc: 
− choose a position from 1 to L-1
− cut both individuals after this position
− re-attach crossed: xyxxxyyy, abbabbab → xyxxbbab, abbaxyyy

Move the obtained pair to the new population
Repeat for the remaining pairs (assume n even)



From intermediate to new population

Crossover finished
Individuals are strings of length L made from k different char’s 
Choose a probability pm (small) (possibly rank-dependent)

Mutation:

Preparation:

Choose an individual 
− for each position from 1 to L
− with probability pm: 
− set the character (bit if binary) to a random value
− or change it [this gives k/(k-1) (twice if binary) the effect!]

Move the obtained mutant to the new population
Repeat for the remaining individuals



A Simple Example



A Simple Example

Here raw fitness values will 
be used instead of ranks.
Does this make any difference?
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A “deceptive” fitness function

961 for x=0 

f(x) =        x2 for 0<x<31

0   for  x=31

?
Next time: More examples. Search spaces. Schemas.
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